iPads 4 Elementary
Creating & App Smashing

By: Kristen Brooks

Let’s Connect on Twitter or Instagram
@KristenBrooks77  #iPads4Elem
App Smashing

The process of using several apps to create projects or complete tasks.
Assembly App
Creating Graphic Designs

- Sign into Seesaw with QR code
- Open Assembly App-Tap My work at the bottom-Tap +
- Create Graphic Design using Shapes at the bottom & Add Text
- Menu (Top Left)-Tap Export
- PNG-Standard-Tap Seesaw (built in option)
- Students Tap circle next to their name
- Tap top right check (I’m done with this page)
- We use to make Social Media Posters/Flyers for school events
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Zookazam & Pic Collage
App Smash

- Sign into Seesaw with QR code
- Open Zookazam App - Use Target to create Augmented Reality
- Take your best picture (move animal or remove target)
- Open Pic Collage App - Tap Freestyle
- Add Photo, Background & Text - information about this project
- Tap Share Sheet Lower Right Corner — Save to Library (camera roll) Tap check top right.
- Open Seesaw-Tap Camera Roll-Tap your project-Tap Check-Tap T to add caption-
- Tap check in top right - Tap circle next to their name
- Tap top right check (I’m done with this page)
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iMovie & BrainPOP
App Smash

- Sign into Seesaw with QR code
- Collect pictures from BrainPOP, PBS Student App or Bing in the Classroom
- Open iMovie App-Tap + Create Project-Tap Movie-On left Tap Photos
- Tap pictures you want to use-Tap Create Movie at the bottom
- This gives you an iMovie-Tap each picture to add Titles or adjust its length
- Tap the gear at top-Tap Theme-Choose one-Tap Theme music to add music-
- Tap Done Top left-Share Sheet Lower Middle—Tap Seesaw
- Students tap circle next to their name
- Tap top right check (I’m done with this page) Saves your iMovie to Seesaw
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Sign into Seesaw

Save Pictures from BrainPOP-PBS Students or Bing in the Classroom to your iPad

Open Keynote App-Tap + Create Presentation

Tap choose theme- Double Tap to Edit Text, Top+Sign adds pics or shapes +bottom left adds slide

Page 1-Double Tap to Edit Title Page-Add Title, Author, Picture

Page 2-Classification of Animal & Vertebrate or Invertebrate?

Page 3-Food Chain. Page 4-Habitat & Fun Facts

Optional-TRIPLE APP SMASH Add Zookazam/Pic Collage Animal App Smash

Tap ... top right-Tap Send a copy-Tap PDF-Tap Seesaw

Students tap circle next to their name-Tap top right check
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Pic Collage- iPad Lab collaboration with STEM Lab

- Pics were previously taken on different iPads & saved to Seesaw during STEM LAB
- Sign into Seesaw-Tap class account top left-Tap Feed View
- Find your first picture (PUSH picture)
- Tap ... Share Item- Tap Save to camera roll
- Repeat for 2nd pic (PULL picture)
- Tap ... Share Item - Tap Save to camera roll
- Push the Home button-open Pic Collage
- Tap freestyle
- Tap + to Add Background, Photos, and Text
- Tap Share Sheet lower Right- Save to Library- ✔ top right
- Push the home button- Open Seesaw- Tap + top right to see menu
- Tap Camera Roll-Tap your app smash creation-Tap ✔ top right
- Tap T to add Title-✔ top right
- Students tap circle next to their name-Tap ✔ top right
- We share at the end of class with peer feedback
  - 2 compliments and 1 wish
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Seesaw-Paint My Wings
App Smash (K&1 Fav)

- Sign into Seesaw- Open Paint my Wings App By: Toca Boca
- Tap play arrow-Tap a color on the left-Then paint butterfly that color with your finger
- Tap another color-Tap shapes bottom left-then tap that color/shape on the butterfly.
- When complete tap the camera at the bottom-this adds your pic to the camera roll
- Tap the home button and tap Seesaw-Tap Camera Roll-Tap your butterfly-Tap ✔ top right
- Tap T on bottom-Tap Add Label-then label the parts of a butterfly like head, wings etc.
- The labels are moveable. When finished Tap ✔ top right.
- Students tap circle next to their name-Tap ✔ top right.
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Sign into Seesaw

Save Screen Shots from BrainPOP to the Camera Roll and Edit them.

Open The Keynote App. Tap Visual Report

Tap on the name in the top right and change it to your name.

Tap on the Title and Sub-title change the text.

Tap on the +sign for each picture and add the edited pics from the camera roll.

Scroll down the page and change the Title and sub title.

Tap on the text paragraph and Tap delete-type in your Facts you've written down for your project.

Tap ... Send a Copy- Tap a PDF-Tap Seesaw

Students tap circle next to their name-Tap ✔ top right.
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Apps 4 App Smashing & Seesaw

@KristenBrooks77

#iPads4elem
Teachers = Life Long Learners

Apple Teacher
www.appleteacher.apple.com

Certified BrainPOP Educator
www.educators.brainpop.com/certified-brainpop-educator-program/

Seesaw Ambassador
www.help.seesaw.me

PBS Digital Innovator
www.pbs.org/education/digitalinnovators/apply
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